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Abstract 

Exercise training induces numerous muscular and cardiovascular changes but the mechanism on the molecular basis is still 

not understood. microRNA molecules (miRNAs) have been recently identified as essential intracellular mediators may help in 
muscle cells hypertrophy. miR-206, a muscle-specific miRNA that is up-regulated by exercise affecting muscular 
hypertrophy. The purpose of this study was to identify The effect of Cross Training to assess miRNA-206 concentrations in 
basketball players at rest and after a proposed program during transitional period as indicator  of muscle  hypertrophy for 
basketball players. Where the (number of weeks training program Proposition 6 weeks, the number of training units 18 and  
training units time 90 minutes), The researcher used the experimental design with one groups of pre-and post-measurements 
to a sample of 10 players selected by intentional way. The most important results showed on the effectiveness of the proposed 
program, Where the cross training have a positive impact on the levels of miRNA-206 after effort either before or after 
training basketball program with maximum elevation in post-exercise after program To increase the level of physical 

efficiency. It is concluded that microRNA (miRNA) molecules are essential intracellular mediators of numerous biological 
processes including angiogenesis, inflammation, and mitochondrial metabolism with resultant muscular hypertrophy. The 
researcher recommends application the suggested training program because it has a positive effect in improving the skillful 
performance for juniors basketball. 
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Introduction 

xercise training induces numerous muscular and 

cardiovascular changes including mitochondrial 

synthesis, myocardial remodeling, and angiogenesis. 

Although such adaptations and their attendant impact on 

exercise capacity and health outcomes have been well 

documented, the cellular and molecular mechanisms leading 

to these changes remain incompletely understood.(13:547-

554),(1:1121-1128), (12:619-626),(2:3983-3994) 

Recently, microRNA molecules (miRNAs) have been 

identified as essential intracellular mediators of processes 

inherent in exercise adaptation including angiogenesis 

(Zhang, 2010), inflammation, mitochondrial metabolism 

(Davidson-Moncada et al. 2010) (Chan et al. 2009; Dang, 

2010), cardiac/skeletal muscle contractile force generation, 

and tissue hypertrophy (Davidsen et al. 2011). 

Most miRNAs are transcribed from DNA as long primary 

transcripts (pri-miRNA) which are processed by Drosha 

resulting in pre-miRNA hairpins with a length of about 70 

nucleotids. After being transported from nucleus to the 

cytosol via Exportin-5 the hairpins are cleaved to form 

miRNA duplexes which again are cleaved to form the 

mature miRNAs. This short single stranded miRNAs are 

incorporated into the RNAinduced silencing complex 

(RISC) which regulates protein expression. (25:22-39) 

To date, more than 700 human miRNAs have been 

identified (and the number is still increasing), possibly 

regulating 30 - 60% of protein encoding genes (Friedman 

et al., 2009 & Griffiths-Jones et al., 2008). MiRNAs 

usually are expressed in various cell types but interestingly, 

some miRNAs are expressed tissue-specific such as miR-1, 

miR-133a, and miR-206 in muscle (Lee et al., 2008). 

(Eccentric) exercise-induced muscle damage involves a 

series of events starting with mechanical disruption of 

sarcomeres, followed by impaired excitation-contraction 

coupling and calcium signaling, and finally, activation of 

proteolytic pathways related to muscle fiber degradation and 

repair (Griffiths-Jones et al., 2008). Muscle damage 

coincides with ultra-structural changes in muscle 

architecture, loss of muscular strength and muscle soreness. 

miRNAs play important roles in the plasticity of skeletal 

muscle in response to hypertrophy but also atrophy signals, 

whereby local but also systemic inflammatory processes 

accompany the remodeling of skeletal muscle tissue. 

However, data especially derived from human studies are 

sparse, possibly due to the fact that skeletal muscle biopsies 

are not as easy to access and to investigate as blood. 

Up to now it is unproven whether miRNAs are involved in 

inflammatory processes within skeletal muscle tissue but a 

small number of striated muscle-specific miRNAs so called 

MyomiRs have been identified and shown to have an 

important role in myogenesis, embryonic muscle growth and 

cardiac function and hypertrophy (Zhang et al., 2010). miR-
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206, a muscle-specific miRNA that is up-regulated by 

exercise in the intracellular space (Nielsen et al.2010) may 

be involved in tissue repair and adaptation. 

Data defining circulating micro-RNA (c-miRNA) behavior 

in the settings of acute exercise bouts and sustained exercise 

training in healthy humans are lacking. Identification of 

miRNAs specifically regulated by exercise could reveal 

unique biomarkers of exercise physiology and would lend 

significant insight into the molecular control of exercise 

adaptation. 

Basketball is a high intensity game of cardio and skill 

followed by a quick recovery period. Due to this physical 

requirement conditioning is crucial in the game of 

basketball. If players are not in top shape, their skill level 

drops significantly as soon as fatigue sets in. There is 

nothing more frustrating than losing a game because of 

fatigue. Basketball players need to be able to run the court at 

pace consistently during the length of a game. Players need 

to have a quick first step, read and react to game situations, 

move in any direction at any time, and jump high a and 

quickly in rapid succession. To obtain these elements 

basketball players need a strength base and conditioning 

base. A player who is well conditioned will achieved the 

best results through sport specific exercises.(27) 

Cross-training, sometimes referred to as circuit training, 

refers to combining exercises of other disciplines, different 

than that of the athlete in training. In reference to running, 

cross-training is when a runner trains by doing another kind 

of fitness workout such as cycling, swimming, a fitness class 

or strength training, to supplement their running. It builds 

strength and flexibility in muscles that running doesn't 

utilize. It prevents injury by correcting muscular imbalances. 

And the variety prevents boredom and burnout. Alternative 

forms of exercise have definite benefits: improved your 

fitness, injury prevention and rehabilitation, quicker 

recovery, and boredom busters.(28) 

Basketball demands strength, endurance, and flexibility 

from its participants. Unfortunately, most people overlook 

the importance of cross training and its impact on a wide 

range of athletic endeavors. In particular, cross training can 

be used to enhance one's performance on the court.(29) 

The purpose of this study was to assess miRNA-206 

concentrations for basketball players at rest and after a 

proposed basketball game, before and after 6 weeks period 

of cross training program as indicator of muscle 

hypertrophy, and the impact in improving the physical 

working capacity (PWC) and some of physical variables. 

Material & Methods: 

Method of the Research: The researcher used the 

experimental design with one group of pre-and post-

measurements. 

Sample of the Research: The sample included 10 

basketball players from El Maadi club, season (2011-2012), 

its selected by intentionally method. All participants were 

required to abstain from non-steroidal anti-inflammatory use 

for at least 7 days prior the experimental study day. 

Measurement Tools: Medical Weights for measure the 

body weight per kilograms- restameter to  measure total 

body length -electronic stopwatch- chalk - measure tape - 

numbered ruler - adhesive tape - Balls medical - Basketball 

court - cycle argometer. 

Measurements of the Research: The research 

measurements included ( micro RNA levels - The physical 

working capacity (PWC) - long jump stability - Forward 

drape -Throw ball medical - vertical jump - Run 400 m - 

Run 4 sec ) 

The Training Program: The main objective of the training 

program is develop a standardized training plan using cross 

training, including a set exercise of (Cardiovascular 

Endurance - Flexibility - swimming - Agility - Strength 

Training). and recognize the effect on , and the impact in 

improving  the physical working capacity (PWC) and some 

of physical variables for basketball players. The training 

program took 6 weeks and included 18 training units, 3 

training units per week, and the time for the training unit 

was  (90 Min),  The intensity of the training ranged between 

75-90% of the maximum capacity of the players. The 

program implemented with the assistance of the team coach 

under the supervision and implementation of the researcher. 

Exercise on a cycle argometer to exhaustion was performed 

on the sampling days. 

Plasma sampling: 

Five milliliters of blood was collected before and after 

working on cycle argometer until fatigue  under aseptic 

conditions in standard anticoagulant (EDTA)-treated 

vacationer tubes at baseline (prior to exercise testing) and 

immediately post-exercise testing. All blood samples were 

centrifuged at 2000 g for 10 min to pellet cellular elements 

immediately after each blood draw. The supernatant plasma 

was then separated and immediately frozen at –80?C till 

PCR assay. 

Mirna Extraction: 

Total RNA extraction was performed using a MicroRNA 

Extraction Kit (Shanghai Shine Gene Molecular Biotech, 

Inc., Shanghai, China). Quantitative efficacy and 

reproducibility of c-miRNA extraction was confirmed by 

extraction via serial dilutions. 

Quantification of microRNA expression: 

To quantify levels of select c-miRNA, standard reverse 

transcription-quantitative („real time‟) polymerase chain 

reaction (RT-QPCR) was utilized. Specifically, reverse 

transcription was performed to generate cDNA representing 

levels of mature c-miRNA molecules. 

Fold-change of miRNA 206 species was calculated using the 

formula specified by the manufacturing company. 

Specifically, in this formula, Ct represents the „real time‟ 

cycle number at which the increase in miRNA probe 
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fluorescence is exponential. As reference control for miRNA 

quantification, Ct values were then subtracted from Ct 

values obtained from exogenously added miR-206, as 

described above. Ct values were then compared (ΔCt) with 

each athlete‟s own resting baseline at the pre-season time 

point (normalized to fold-change of 1). 

Statistical analysis: 

A Computer program (SPSS version 17) was used to 

analyze obtained results. Student‟s Mean, standard deviation 

of players and t test were used to examine the difference 

between baseline and after exercise measurements before 

and after the training program. Probability was assigned 

significant at = 0.05. 

Results 

(Table 1) 

 Statistical characterization of the in the variables for the growth 

Variables Mean ± SD Skewness Kurtosis 

Age (year) 18.8 ± 0.63 0.132 0.179 

Height (cm) 169 ± 1.41 -2.100 -0.738 

Weight (kg) 69.1 ± 1.37 0.104 -1.169 

Describes tables (1) Skewness may confined between (±3), which indicates that the homogeneity of the sample.  

 (Table 2)  

Difference between (before cross training program compared to after program)  

in microRNA-206 levels for investigated subjects  

Mean ± SD 

variables Before After t p Significance 

miRNA rest 607.3 ± 136.59 622.2 ± 112.83 0.99 0.34 NS 

miRNA effort 677.6 ± 108.19 852.8 ± 116.73 6.16 0.00 S 

Ratio increased 1.13 ± 0.09 1.39 ± 0.15 7.24 0.00 S 

Although miRNA levels increased numerically after the 

training program in resting, there were no significant 

differences in results. Effort results are increased after 

program with significant increase in ratio of miRNA levels 

indicating adaptation of skeletal muscles to the training 

program. 

 (Table 3) 

 Significance of differences between (before cross training program compared to after program) 

in PWC170, and physical variables  

Mean ± SD 

variables Before After t p Significance 

PWC170 13.74 ± 3.37 17.88 ± 4.94 2.89 0.022 S 

Vertical Jump 26.28 ± 4.76 33.46 ± 5.83 2.91 0.043 S 

Throw ball medical 2.79 ± 0.53 3.78 ± 0.90 3.04 0.003 S 

long jump stability 179.84 ± 16.75 256.58 ± 14.84 4.79 0.027 S 

400m Run 126.83 ± 13.37 97.74 ± 11.71 3.54 0.009 S 

4 second Run 16.93 ± 2.63 21.74 ± 2.49 3.85 0.041 S 

Agility 19.18± 3.82 24.61 ± 4.71 2.69 0.017 S 

Forward drape 4.73 ± 1.01 13.94 ± 2.70 6.16 0.026 S 

 

Cross-training program lead to increased physical 

variables with remarkable significant difference in results 

(p< 05) of PWC170.  There was a tendency of improved 

physical variables . Results before program compared to that 

obtained after program are represented in table (3).  

Discussion 
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The present study was proposed to study assays for plasma 

miRNA-206, the physical working capacity (PWC) and 

some of physical variables to determine the effects of a cross 

training program undergone through six successive weeks 

during transitional period . Also, to investigate cell 

metabolism after strenuous exercise.  

The significant increase in plasma miRNA 206 after 

exercise and its resistance elevation after about 6 weeks of 

training suggests that miRNA-206 could possibly be an 

important tool for monitoring and quantification of cellular 

adaptation. 

This study comprised three main results; the first is the 

increased 1.13 fold elevation of plasma miRNA-206 after 

acute exhausting exercise, the second is more increased 

elevation of miRNA-206 up to 1.39 fold due to the cross 

training program and third is the developed physical 

working capacity (PWC) and some of physical variables due 

to program. These observations suggest a potential role for 

c-miRNAs as biomarkers of exercise physiology and 

provide novel insight into the potential regulatory role of c-

miRNAin the myriad physiological processes that 

accompany exercise. 

Results from Baggish et al. (2011) study assure these 

findings as they reported significant changes in circulating 

miRNAs in response to exercise and demonstrated that these 

changes may occur in response either to a single acute bout 

of exhaustive exercise or to sustained exercise training. 

Thus, these molecules appear integrally linked to both the 

initial stresses and the longer term adaptations that are 

characteristic of exercise.  

In contrast, up-regulation after chronic exercise training may 

rely upon modulation of either transcriptional or post-

transcriptional processing of intracellular miRNA. Non-

specific release of miRNA from peripheral muscle tissue 

may also contribute to increases in circulating miRNA (c-

miRNA) levels, as strenuous and/or eccentric aerobic 

exercise can acutely cause microscopic damage to muscle 

cells. (4:228-233) 

Several miRNAs are highly regulated in vivo and in vitro 

during muscle development and, in turn, regulate muscle 

differentiation (Baggish et al., 2011). The most-studied 

miRNAs are miR-133a/b, miR-206, and miR-1, which are 

induced during differentiation of my oblasts into my tubes 

(Proske and Allen, 2005) and are collectively referred to as 

the “memoirs.” The memoirs, which are also highly 

expressed in vivo, may also be regulated during changes in 

muscle phenotype (Davidsen et al., 2011). 

Upon transfection in the continued presence of serum, miR- 

206 markedly up-regulated the percentage of cells 

expressing myosin heavy chain (MHC) and the muscle-

specific transcription factor myogenin. In addition, 28% of 

MHC positive cells are multinucleated after miR-206 

treatment, whereas no multinucleated cells were detected in 

miR-206 absent control. Therefore, physiological levels of 

miR-206 induce skeletal myogenesis (Kim et al., 2006). 

It appears that myomiRs may be associated with muscle 

growth and regeneration (Chen et al. 2006; Nakasa et al. 

2009), implicating a potential role in skeletal muscle 

adaptation to exercise. Indeed, myomiR expression is 

acutely altered during post-exercise recovery in humans and 

rats (Drummond et al. 2008; Safdar et al. 2009) while 

models of muscle overload can significantly alter myomiR 

expression to new steady state levels (McCarthy & Esser, 

2007). 

The cross training is important to build both conditioning 

and strength bases before working on sports specific drills 

and exercises. Keeping these two bases strong will make on 

court training much easier. With these training programs in 

place can make an individual's basketball performance 

improve rapidly.(1) 

Conclusion & Recommendations 

The cross training program lead to increased developed 

physical working capacity (PWC) and some of physical 

variables and 1.39 fold elevations in miRNA-206. miRNAs 

are secreted into the bloodstream and that circulating 

miRNAs (c-miRNAs) may serve important endocrine 

functions. miRNA expression has previously been 

associated with fiber type composition. More studies are still 

required to investigate more microRNAs effect and 

correlated to the type of exercise. 
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